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We study here the complexity of evaluating quaries in logical databases. We focus on 
Reither’s model of closed-world databases with unknown values. We show that in this setting 
query evaluation is harder than query evaluation for physical databases. For example, while 
Is&order queries over physical databases can be evaluated in logarithmic space, evaluation of 
lst-order queries in the studied model is co-NP-complete. We describe an approximation 
algorithm for query evaluation that enables one to implement a logical database on the top of 
a standard database management system. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, relational databases have been viewed as interpretations, i.e., they 
associate a relation with each relation name [Co70, Ku67, Ku703. Considered from 
this point of view, queries are formulas that are to be evaluated under the inter- 
pretation using the semantic notion of truth (in the Tarskian sense). Another point 
of view, according to which a database is a logical theory, is advocated in [GM78]. 
Considered from this point of view, queries are theorems to be inferred from the 
theory. This paradigm of theory us. interpretation was first investigated in [NG78], 
and then, under different names also in [Ko81] and [Re84]. We call databases as 
interpretations physical databases, and we call databases as theories logical 
databases. 
In a nutshell, the difference between physical and logical databases is that 
physical databases model the real-world, while logical databases model our 
knowledge about the real-world. The main advantage in using logical databases is 
the significant gain in modelling power [FUV83, Re84]. Physical databases are 
quite adequate in representing fully specified information. But in representing 
incomplete information, say by the infamous null values, the physical database 
approach was less then successful [Fa82] depite numerous tries (e.g., [BiSl, Gr77, 
Za82]). A theory, on the other hand, is a description of the world, but not 
necessarily a complete description. Every state that is a model of the theory is a 
possible state of the world. Thus, a logical database can be viewed as an description 
of our incomplete knowledge of the world. 
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For physical databases, the subject of query evaluation has been investigated 
thoroughly [CM77, CH82, Va82], and the lines between the computationally 
feasible and infeasible have been quite clearly delineated. With logical databases, 
however, the situation is less satisfactory. The mechanism suggested in the literature 
for query evaluation is basically a theorem-proving mechanism, which in its full 
generality, i.e., where every logical theory T can be viewed as a database, is, of 
course, undecidable. Even for more specialized theories, where query evaluation is 
known to be decidable (e.g., [Im84, Re84]), there has been almost no investigation 
of the complexity of query evaluation in these cases. 
The model we chose to investigate in this paper is Reiter’s model of databases 
with incomplete information (unknown values) under the closed world assumption 
[Re84]. Under the closed world assumption, any fact not explicitly stored in the 
database is taken to be false. The need for such an assumption about negative infor- 
mation stems from the observation that in any complex database application, the 
number of negative facts vastly exceeds the number of positive ones, so that it is 
totally infeasible to represent explicitly this negative information in the database. 
Instead, one requires some sort of implicit representation, which the close world 
assumption presumes to provide. The closed world assumption is an example of 
what is called in AT default reasoning [Re80]. 
We measure the complexity of first-order query evaluation by the measures 
suggested in [Va82]. Data complexity measures the complexity in terms of the size 
of the database, expression complexity measures the complexity in terms of the 
length of the formula that specifies the query, and combined complexity is a 
combined measure. We show that for the added modelling power that we gain by 
viewing database as theories we pay with extra complexity in query evaluation. For 
example, using the measure of data complexity, we show that evaluation of tirst- 
order queries is co-NP-complete, and thus probably intractable. 
Motivated by that intractability result, we seek an approximation scheme as 
suggested by Reiter [Re86]. What we want is a feasible algorithm for query 
evaluation that will always tell the truth, nothing but the truth, but not necessarily 
the whole truth. That is, the algorithm has to be sound, though not necessarily 
complete. Furthermore, we want this algorithm to be complete in the absence of 
unknown values. We come up with a scheme by which logical databases can be 
approximately simulated by physical databases. The scheme is based on two map- 
pings. The first mapping maps every query Q to a query Q’. The second mapping 
maps every logical database LB to a physical database Ph(LB). This mappings 
have the following properties. First, Q’(Ph(LB)) c Q(LB). Furthermore, if LB 
represents no unknown values, then Q’(Ph(LB)) = Q(LB). Thus we not only get 
our approximation scheme, but we also show how it can be implemented on a stan- 
dard relational system. 
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2. PHYSICAL AND LOGICAL DATABASES 
2.1. Relational Databases 
A relational vocabulary L consists of finitely many constant symbols, finitely 
many predicate symbols including equality and no function symbols (for simplicity 
here we ignore the issue of types). We use C, (or just C when L is clear from the 
context) to denote the set of constant symbols in L. When we refer generically to a 
predicate symbol P of L, we mean any predicate except for equality. A physical 
database is a pair (L, I), where L is a relational vocabulary and Z is an finite inter- 
pretation for L. The finite interpretation Z consists of a nonempty finite domain D, 
an assignment of an element of D to each constant symbol of L, and an assignment 
of a relation of the appropriate arity of D to each predicate symbol in L. In par- 
ticular the equality symbol is assigned the equality relation. 
A logical database is a pair (L, T), where L is a relational language and T is a 
finite theory in the vocabulary L, i.e., a finite set of sentences using the symbols of 
L. (In principle we could allow higher order theories, but we deal here only with 
first-order databases). A physical database (L, I) is a model of a logical database 
(L, T), if Z satisfies all the sentences in T. 
Queries in L are defined by expressions of the form (x).4(x), where d is a for- 
mula in L and x is a sequence of distinct variables containing all the free variables 
of 4. For example, the query 
(x1, x2) * (3 y)(EMP-DEPT(x, , y) A DEPTH-MGR( y, x2) 
asks about the relationship between employees and managers through their 
department. We consider here both first-order and second-order queries. 
Given a physical database PB = (L, I) and a query Q = (x) .4(x) in L, the answer 
to the query, denoted Q(PB), is a 1x1-ary relation over D defined by 
Q(PB) = (d E Dixi: Isatisfies b(d)). 
That is, answer to the query is the set of all tuples that satisfy the condition of the 
queries. 
Given a logical database LB= (L, T) and a query Q = (x) * $(x) in L, the answer 
to the query, denoted Q(LB), is a (xl-ary relation over CL, defined by 
Q(LB) = {CE C’“’ : T k,&c)}, 
where kfdenotes finite implication, i.e., implication over all finite models. The 
motivation for this definition is as follows. A logical database represents a set of 
possible physical databases, i.e., all its finite models. A tuple should be in Q(LB) if 
it is in Q(PB) whenever PB is a model of LB. Thus, c is in the andwer iff b(c) is 
finitely implied by T. Clearly, if logical databases can consist of arbitrary theories, 
or even only arbitrary first-order theories, then query evaluation is equivalent to 
testing finite validity (i.e., validity in all finite structures) in first-order logic, and 
hence is undecidable [TrSO]. 
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2.2. Closed World Databases 
We are going to define now logical databases of a special structure, which we call 
closed world logical databases, or CW logical databases. CW logical databases are 
intended to model databases with unknown values. (CW databases are essentially 
Reiter’s extended relational theories [Re86]. We omit types for the sake of simplicity 
and we omit the equality axioms, since we do not pursue Reiter’s proof-theoretic 
approach.) 
In a CW logical database LB = (L, T), the theory Tis first-order, and it consists 
of live components: 
(1) Atomic Fact Axioms. These are atomic sentences in L, such as 
TEACHES (Socrates, Plato). These axioms model the tuples in the relations of a 
physical database. For simplicity we assume that there are no equalities in T (i.e., 
no axioms of the form ci = cj). 
(2) Uniqueness Axioms. These are axioms of the form l(cj= cj), where ci 
and cj are in C,. (For simplicity we identify the formula 1 (ci = cj) with the formula 
-I (cj = ci).) These axioms reflect our knowledge about the identity of objects in the 
database. Objects whose identity is fully known will usually be distinct, but we may 
not have the axiom 
1 (Jack the Ripper = Benjamin D’ Israeli), 
since we do not know the identity of Jack the Ripper. If there are no unknown 
values in the database, then for each pair ci, cj of distinct constants of L, we have 
an axiom 1 (ci = cj). In this case we say that the database is fully specified. 
(3) Domain Closure Axiom. The axiom 
(Vx)(x=c, v ... v x=c,), 
where c, ,..., c, are all the constant symbols of L. This axiom says that, by the closed 
world assumption, objects that we do not know of do not exist. 
(4) Completion Axioms. Let P(c’),..., P(P) be all the atomic facts that we 
have about a k-ary predicate P of L (other than equality), where ci= (cl,..., cf). By 
the closed world assumption no other atomic fact holds for P, which is expressed 
by the axiom 
(Vx)(P(x)+x=c’ v .** v x=crn), 
where x = (xi ,..., xk) and x = c’ is a shorthand for x1 = ci A ... A xk = cfk. If there 
are no atomic facts for P, then its completion axiom is (Vx)(lP(x)). 
In practice it suffices to specify the atomic fact axioms and the uniqueness axioms, 
since this determines the domain closure axiom and the completion axioms. 
It is not hard to verify that if LB is a CW logical database, then, by the domain 
closure axiom, all its models are finite, i.e., they are physical databases. Thus, when 
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we evaluate a query over LB we can use unrestricted implication, since in this case 
it is equivalent to finite implication. For first-order queries we can, by Godel’s com- 
pleteness theorem, replace implication, which is a semantic notion, by provability, 
which is a syntactic notion. This is the basis for Reiter’s proof-theoretic approach 
[Re86, Re84]. 
3. QUERY EVALUATION 
3.1. A Combinatorial Characterization 
Before analyzing the complexity of query evaluation over CW logical databases 
we first give a combinatorial characterization of Q(LB), which reduces query 
evaluation over logical databases to query evaluation over physical databases. 
Let LB be a CW logical database (L, T). We construct a physical database 
Ph,(LB) = (L, I) as follows. The domain of Z is the set C of constant symbols in L, Z 
is the identity on the constant symbols, and for each predicate symbol P of L, the 
relation Z(P) is defined by Z(P) = {c : P(c) E T}. 
Given a mapping h : C + C, we can apply it to Ph,(LB) to get another physical 
database h(Ph,(LB)) = (L, Z’), where -the domain of I’ is h(C), Z’(c) = h(c) for each 
constant symbol c of L, and Z’(P) = h(Z(P)) for each predicate symbol P of L. We 
say that h respects T if whenever the axiom 1 (ci = ci) is in T, we have that 
h( ci) # h(cj). 
We can now characterize Q(LB) in terms of Q(h( Ph,(LB))) for mappings h that 
respect T. Note that mappings h: C + C can be described by a string whose length 
is linear in the size of LB. 
THEOREM 1. Let LB = (L, T) be a C W logical database and let Q be a query. 
Then c E Q(LB) iff h(c) E Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for all h: C + C that respect T. 
Proof Let Q be the query (x) . d(x). Suppose that c E Q(LB), that is, c E C’“’ 
and T kf&c). Clearly, Ph,(LB) satisfies T. Since h respects T, it must be the case 
that h(Ph,(LB)) satisfies T. It follows that h(Ph,(LB)) also satisfies 4(c). Thus 
h(c) E Q(W’h,W))). 
Suppose now that h(c)E Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for all h: C+ C that respect T. Let 
PB = (L, I) be a model of T. Since PB satisfies the domain closure axiom, we know 
that the cardinality of the domain D of PB is smaller than or equal to the car- 
dinality of C. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that D c C. Define a 
mapping h: C + C by h(c) = Z(c). Since PB satisfies the uniqueness axioms, h 
respects T. Thus, h(c)E Q(h(Ph,(LB))). But since PB satisfies the atomic fact 
axioms and the completion axioms, h(Ph,(LB)) = PB. It follows that PB satisfies 
d(c). We have shown that every physical database that satisfies T must also satisfy 
4(c), that is, T E/~(C), so c E Q(LB). 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let LB = (L, T) be a fully specified C W logical database. Then 
for each query Q, we have that Q(LB) = Q(Phl(LB)). 
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Proof. By taking h: C --) C to be the identity mapping, we immediately get from 
Theorem 1 that Q(M) c Q(Ph,(LB)). Suppose now that c E Q(Ph,(LB)). Then for 
every one-to-one mapping h: C --f C we have that h(c)E Q(Ph,(LB)). But every 
mapping h: C 4 C is one-to-one, since LB is fully specified and h respects T. By 
Theorem 1, we have that c E Q(LB). 1 
3.2. A Precise Simulation 
Theorem 1 suggests a way to simulate logical databases by physical databases. 
Let the predicate symbols of L, excluding equality, be P, ,..., P,. We associate with 
L another relational vocabulary L’ by adding a new binary predicate symbol NE. 
Let LB be a CW logical database (L, T). We construct a physical database 
Ph,(LB) = (L’, I) as follows. The domain of Z is the set C of constant symbols in 
L, Z is the identity on the constant symbols, and for each predicate symbol Pi of L, 
the relation Z(Pi) is defined by Z(Pi) = {c : P(c) E T}. Finally, the relation for NE is 
defined by 
Z(NE)= ((q, cj): ~(c~=c,)E T). 
Intuitively, NE represents the inequality relation. 
Given a query Q = (x) . d(x) in L, where x = X, ,..., xk, we convert it into a query 
Q’ in L’ as follows. For every predicate symbol Pi of L let P( be a new predicate 
symbol of the same arity. Let H be a new binary predicate symbol. Intuitively, the 
predicate H represents the mappings h: C -+ C of Section 3.1, and the predicates Pi 
represent the relations h(Z(Pi)) of Section 3.1. We call the extended language L. The 
language L with Pi replaced by Pi, 1 6 id m, will be called L’. 
Let p1 be the sentence 
Let p2 be the sentence 
(Vx ~Y)(WX, ~1). 
(Vxyz)tH(x, Y) A Htx, z) 4 Y = z). 
Let p3 be the sentence 
(Vxyuu)(NE(x, y) A H(x, u) A H( y, u) 4 1 (u = II)). 
Let p be p1 A p2 A p3. Then p says that His a functional relation and it never maps 
“unequal” values to equal values. That is, p forces h to respect T. 
Suppose that Pi has arity n. Let 8, be the sentence 
(VY,“‘Y,Ul”‘U,)((Pi(Y1,..., Yti) A ff(Y13 UI) A ‘.. A H(Y~, Un)) 
-+ PXUl,..., %J) 
A (Vu,.**u, 3y,**. y,)(P:(u,,..., 24,) 
4 Pi( y, ,.a., Yn) A WY,, ~1) A ... * WY,,, %A). 
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Intuitively, Bi forces P,f to be the image of Pi under the mapping represented by H. 
Let 0 be the conjunction 8, A .. . A 8,. 
Let 4’ be the result of substituting Pi for Pi in 4, for 1 < i < m. Let $ be the for- 
mula 
(3x,,..., x,W(z,, XI) A **. * W/z, x/c) * 4’1, 
where z1 ,..., zk are new variables. Finally, the query Q’ is 
(z) * WfWP; . ..Ph)(p A O+lj). 
Note that Q’ is a second-order query even when Q is a first-order query. 
THEOREM 3. Let LB be a CW logical database, and let Q be a query. Then 
QW) = Q'WdW). 
Proof Recall that Ph,(LB)= (L, I) and Ph,(LB) = (L’, I). We show that 
c E Q’(Ph,(LB)) iff h(c) E Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for all h: C + C that respect T. The claim 
then follows by Theorem 1. 
Suppose first that c E Q’(Ph*(LB)). That is, if PB = (L, I) is a physical database 
such that PBI,, = Ph,(LB) (i.e., its reduction to L’ is precisely Ph,(LB)) and PB 
satisfies p and 8, then there are constants d = dl,..., dk such that 
H(c, , d, ) ,..., H(c,, dk) hold and PB satisfies 4’(d). 
Let h: C-t C respect T. We construct a physical database PB= (L, I) as follows: 
PBIL, = Ph,(LB), I(H) = {(c, h(c)): CE C}, and I(P:) = h(Z(PJ). (Note that PBI,, is 
isomorphic to h(Ph,(LB)), where Pi corresponds to P], 1~ i6 m.) It is easy to 
verify that PB satisfies p and 0. Consequently, there are constants d = d, ,..., dk such 
that H(c,, d,) ,..., H(c,, dk) hold and PB satisfies 4’(d). That is, d = h(c) and 
d E QW’h,W))). 
Suppose now that h(c) E Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for all h: C --+ C that respect T. We have 
to show that if PB = (L, I) is a physical database such that PBI,, = Ph,(LB) and 
PB satisfies p and 0, then there are constants d = d,,..., dk such that 
H(c,, d,),..., H(c,, d,J hold and PB satisfies g’(d). Let PB be such a physical 
database. Since it satisfies p and 0, I(H) represents a mapping h: C + C that 
respects T, and PBI,, is isomorphic to h(Ph,(LB)). Since, h(c)E Q(h(Ph,(LB))), 
the claim follows by taking di to be h(ci), 1 < i < k. 1 
Of course, we do not suggest using Theorem 3 for a practical implementation of 
logical databases. The point is rather to suggest that evaluating queries in logical 
databases with null values is inherently harder than evaluating queries in physical 
databases, since it involves dealing with a second-order universal quantification. 
This quantification is hidden in the semantics of queries for CW logical databases 
(cf. Theorem 1). 
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4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
We analyze the complexity of query evaluation by studying the complexity of 
verifying that a certain tuple belongs to the answer. As pointed out in [Va82], the 
complexity of query evaluation can be measured in three different ways. First, we 
can measure the complexity as a function of the size of the database. This measure 
is called data complexity. Second, we can measure the complexity as a function of 
the length of the query. This measure is called expression complexity. Finally, we 
can measure the complexity as a function of the combined length of the database 
and the query. This measure is called combined complexity. 
To make these notions precise, we define the notion of answer set. The physical 
answer set of a query Q is the set 
PAS(Q) = ((d, PB): de Q(PB)}. 
The logical answer set of a query Q is the set 
LAS(Q)= {(c,U?):CEQ(LB)). 
The answer set of a database B with respect to a class Y of queries is the set 
AS,(B) = {(d, Q): Q E Y and d E Q(B)}. 
Note that we use B here generically, since it can be either physical or logical. 
Finally, the physical answer set of a class Y of queries is the set 
PAS,= {(d, Q, PB): QE Yandd~Q(Pl?)}, 
and the logical answer set of a class Y of queries is the set 
LAS,= {(c, Q, LB): Qe YandcoQ(LB)}. 
The data complexity of queries in a class Y is the complexity of the sets PAS(Q) 
and LAS(Q) for queries Q in Y, the expression complexity is the complexity of the 
sets AS&B) for databases B, and the combined comlexity is the complexity of the 
sets PAS, and LASp. 
We now review some basic definitions from complexity theory ([GJ79] is a good 
text book on the subject). P is the class of all languages accepted in poynomial time 
by some deterministic Turing machine. NP is the class of all languages accepted in 
polynomial time by some nondeterministic Turing machine. Co-NP is the class of 
languages whose complement is in NP. The polynomial hierarchy, G{ and n[ for 
k > 0, is defined as follows [St77]. In the first level of the hierarchy Cop = n{ = P. 
In the higher levels Cf is the class of languages accepted in polynomial time by a 
nondeterministic Turing machine with an oracle in Ckp- 1. n[ is the class of 
languages whose complement is in CR. In particular Cf = NP and np = co-NP. 
LOGSPACE is the class of languages accepted in logarithmic space by some 
deterministic Turing machine. PSPACE is the class of languages accepted in 
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polynomial space by some deterministic Turing machine. EXPTIME is the class of 
languages accepted in exponential time by some deterministic Turing machine. 
NEXPTIME is the class of languages accepted in exponential time by some non- 
deterministic Turing machine. It is known that 
LOGSPACEcP~NPsC4cCg... E PSPACE E EXPTIME c NEXPTIME. 
Though it is known that LOGSPACE is strictly contained in PSPACE, P is strictly 
contained in EXPTIME, and NP is strictly contained in NEXPTIME, it is not 
known which of the above inclusions is strict. 
A language X is logspace reducible to a language Y if there is a logarithmic space 
computable function f such that x E X if and only if f(x) E Y. A language X is C- 
hard for a complexity class C if every language in C is logspace reducible to X. X is 
C-complete if it is C-hard and it is in C. That is, X is the hardest language in C. 
We first study evaluation of first-order queries. The complexity of evaluating tirst- 
order queries in physical databases has been studied extensively 
[CH82, CM77, Va82 J. 
THEOREM 4. Let Y be the class of first-order queries: 
(1) [Va82] For each query Q E !P, PAS(Q) is in LOGSPACE. 
(2) [CM773 For every physical database PB, AS,(PB) is in PSPACE. 
(3) [CM771 There is a physical database PB such that AS&PB) is PSPACE- 
complete. 
(4) [CM771 PAST is PSPACE-complete. 
Thus we can say that the data complexity of first-order queries over physical 
databases is in LOGSPACE (hence in P), and the expression and combined com- 
plexities are PSPACE-complete. 
Referring now to the complexity of evaluating queries over CW logical databases, 
we first observe the expression complexity over ogical databases is greater only by a 
constant factor than the expression complexity over physical databases. The reason 
is that for a fixed CW logical database LB with constants C, there is a certain num- 
ber k of mappings h: C --) C (k, of course, is exponential in the size of LB). Thus, by 
Theorem 1, evaluating queries over LB reduces to at most k evaluations of the 
query over physical databases whose size is not greater than the size of LB. Thus 
the interesting measures are data complexity and combined complexity. 
By Theorems 1 and 3, the increase in data complexity and expression complexity 
in going from physical databases to CW logical databases is due to an extra level of 
polynomially bounded universal quantification. It is not hard to see that adding an 
extra level of polynomially bounded quantification to PSPACE leaves us at 
PSPACE. Experience with the polynomial hierarchy [St771 suggests that adding 
an extra level of polynomially bounded universal quantification to LOGSPACE 
may push us to co-NP. The next theorem verifies this intuition. 
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THEOREM 5. Let Y be the class offirst-order queries: 
(1) For each query Q E Y, LAS(Q) is in co-NP. 
(2) There is a query Q E Y such that LAS(Q) is co-NP-complete. 
(3) LAS Y is PSPACE-complete. 
Proof. (1) We show that the complement of LAS(Q) is in NP. By Theorem 1, 
c # Q(LB) iff h(c) $ Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for some h: C + C that respects T. Thus to show 
that (c, LB) $ LAS(Q), we “guess” a mapping h: C + C, and check that it respects T 
and that h(c) 4 Q(h(Ph,(LB))). By Theorem 4( 1 ), this can be done in polynomial 
time. 
(2) We exhibit a first-order query Q such that the complement of LAS(Q) is 
NP-hard. The reduction is from the graph 3-colorability problem [GJ79]. In this 
problem we are given a graph G = (V, E), and we have to determine whether G is 3- 
colorable, i.e., whether there is a function f: I’+ ( 1,2, 3) such that f(u) #f(o) 
whenever (u, u) E E. 
The languages that we use here consist of one binary relation R, one unary 
relation M and some constants. The query Q is ( ). 4, where 4 is the sentence 
(VYNWY)) = (3~) W> ~1). 
Since Q has no free variables, i.e., it is a Boolean query, LAS(Q).is essentially the set 
{LB : LB kfd}. 
Given a graph G = (I’, E), we construct a CW logical database LB = (L, T) as 
follows: L consists of R and M, a constant c, for each u E I’, and constants 1,2, and 
3. The atomic fact axioms are M(l), M(2), M(3), and R(c,, c,) for each edge 
(u, u) E E. The uniqueness axioms are 1 ( 1 = 2) 1 (1 = 3), and ~(2 = 3). (Note that 
we do not have to specify the domain closure axiom and the completion axioms.) It 
is easy to verify that the construction can be done in logarithmic space. We claim 
that G is 3-colorable iff LB wf4. By Theorem 1, LB l&,-d iff there is a mapping 
h: C -+ C that respects T such that h(Ph,(LB)) does not satisfy 4. Recall that 
Ph,(LB) = (L, I), where Z(M) = { 1,2,3}, and Z(R) = {(c,, c,) : (u, u) E E}. 
Assume first that G is 3-colorable, there is a function f: I’-+ { 1,2, 3) such that 
f(u) #f(u) whenever (u, u) E E. Define a mapping h: C -+ C as follows: h is the iden- 
tity on { 1, 2, 3}, and h(c,)=f(u), for UE I’. Clearly, h respects T. Now h(Ph,(LB)) 
is the physical database (L, I’), where the domain of I’ is { 1,2, 3}, I’ (M) = 
(1,2, 3}, and Z’(R) = {(f(u), f(u)) : (u, U)E E}. It is easy to see that (L, I’) does not 
satisfy 4. 
Suppose now that h: C + C is a mapping that respects T and h(Ph,(LB)) does 
not satisfy 4. In particular, we have that h( 1) #h(2), h( 1) # h(3), and h(2) #h(3), so 
without loss of generality we can assume that h is the identity on (1,2,3}. Thus 
h(Ph,(LB)) is the physical database (L. Z’), where Z’(M) = { 1, 2, 3). Since (L, I’) 
does not satisfy 4, the domain of Z’ must be { 1,2,3}. Thus h maps all of C into 
{ 1,2,3 }. Define a mapping f: V + { 1,2,3 } as follows: f(u) = i if h(c,)= i. We 
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claim that f(u)#f(v) whenever (u, U)E E. Suppose otherwise that f(u)=f(u) for 
some (u, u) E E. Then h(c,) =h(c,). But then (h(c,), h(c,)) ET(R), and (L, r) 
satisfies 4. Thus f is a 3-coloring of G. 
(3) (c, Q, WELAS,, where LB= (L, T), iff hi Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for all 
mappings h: C + C that respect T. By Theorem 4(4) this can be checked in 
polynomial space. Hardness for PSPACE follows from Corollary 2 and 
Theorem 4(4). i 
As we noted above, there is no increase in the combined complexity when we go 
to CW logical databases, because this complexity was already high enough, 
PSPACE-complete, for physical databases. This suggests that we consider classes of 
queries whose combined complexity is lower than PSPACE. 
Let CE denote the class of first-order queries with k alternations of quantifiers, 
starting with an existential quantifier (e.g., (3x~~)(Vuo)(P(x, y, U, u) is in xi). 
THEOREM 6 [CH82]. Let Y be C’jj. Then PAS, is C,P-complete. 
Since in evaluating queries over CW logical databases we have an extra level of 
universal quantification, we would expect the combined complexity to move one 
level up the hierarchy. This indeed is the case, as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 7. Let Y be xi. Then LAS, is l-&‘+ ,-complete. 
Proof: (c, Q, LB) $ LASp, where LB= (L, T), iff h(c) G Q(h(Ph,(LB))) for some 
mapping h: C + C (C is the set of onstants of L) that respects T. By Theorem 6, this 
can be checked in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine with an 
oracle in Ckp. Thus, the complement of LAS, is in cg+ 1. It follows that LAS, is in 
IX+ I’ 
We now have to show that LAS, is hard for n[+ 1. The proof is by reduction for 
the set Bk+ 1 of quantzjied Boolean formulas. Formulas in Bk+ , have the form 
(VXl,l . ..VXI.~,)(~X~,,...~XZ,~~)...(QX~+,,~...QX~+I,~~+,)~CI, 
where Q is 3 if k is odd and V if k is even, and tj is a quanilier-free Boolean formula 
in the variables x1,, 9 . . x~,~~. It is shown in [St771 that the set of true formulas in 
B k+l is nR+ ,-complete. 
Let qb be a fOmUh in Bk + 1 of the above structure. We construct a CW logical 
database LB = (L, T) as follows. L consists of the unary predicate symbols 
M Nl,...> iV,, and constants 0, 1, c1 ,..., c,, (note that m, is the number of initial 
universal variables in the formula 4). The atomic fact acioms are M( 1) and Ni(ci), 
1 < i < m,. The uniqueness axiom is -I (0 = 1). We construct a query Q as follows. 
For 1 dj<m,, let xiJ be the formula Nj(l). For 2<i<k+ 1, 1 <j<mi, let xiJ be 
the formula M( yiJ). Construct x from # by replacing Xij by Xii. Finally Q is ( ). 0, 
where u is the sentence 
(3Y2.1 . ..3~2.m*)...(QYk+1,1...Q~k+1,mr+,)~. 
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It is easy to verify that the construction can be done in logarithmic space. We claim 
that $ is a true formula iff T k,-o. By Theorem 1, T k,-a iff h( Phi(U)) satisfies o 
for all mappings h: C + C that respect T. In proof note that for any such map- 
ping h, xlj is true iff h(cj) = 1. Thus the universal quantification on h simulates the 
universal quantification on xi,i * * * ~i,~, . Analogously, xii, 2 < i 6 k + 1 is true iff 
Y,~ = 1. Thus the quantification on the y,Js simulates the quantification on the 
XiJ’S. 1 
Let us refer now to second-order queries. Let CL denote the class of second-order 
queries with k alternations of second-order quantifiers, starting with an existential 
second-order quantifier (e.g., (3P)@Q)(Vx)(P(x) 2 Q(x)) is in xi). The following is 
known about evaluation of second-order queries in physical databases. 
THEOREM 8 [Va82]. Let Y be XL. 
(1) For each query Q E Y, PAS(Q) is in Ckp. 
(2) There is a query Q E Y such that PAS(Q) is Cf-complete. 
(3) PAS, is NEXPTIME-hard. 
Since the combined complexity of second-order queries in physical databases is 
higher than PSPACE, the transition to logical databases is not going to change the 
complexity. We do expect, however, the data complexity to climb up one level in 
the polynomial hierarchy. 
THEORY 9. Let Y be xi. 
(1) For each query QE Y, LAS(Q) is in nf+l. 
(2) There is a query Q E Y such that LAS(Q) is nf+ ,-complete. 
Proof (1) The proof is analogous to the first part of the proof of Theorem 7. 
(2) The proof is again by reduction from the set of true formulas in Bk + 1 (see 
the proof of Theorem 7). Recall that formulas in Bk+ i are of the form 
where Q is 3 if k is odd and V if k is even, and $ is a quantifier-free Boolean for- 
mula in the variables xi,i ..+ x~,~,,. We call the variables xi,i,..., x~,~, the i variables. 
We assume without loss of generality that I,$ is in conjunctive normal form, and that 
every conjunct in $ is a disjunction of three variables [St77]. More precisely, every 
conjunct in $ is of the form 
whereO<p,q,r<l,(l)‘isashorthandfor -~,and(l)‘isashorthandfor 1-1. 
The languages of the logical databases that we construct consist of a unary 
predicate symbol N,, ternary predicate symbols Rf’z, l<i,j,lgk+l, 
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0 < p, q, r < 1, and some constants. The underlying intuition is as follows. The con- 
stants of the database correspond to the propositional variables xi,, ,..., xk+ l,ma+,. 
The tuples in the relation for R. !, P ?’ represent the conjuncts in $. For example, if 
(x, y, z) is a tuple in the relation for Rij, , OJ,O then x is an i variable, y is a j variable, z 
is an 1 variable, and lx v 11 y v 7; is a conjunct of $. 
We now describe the query Q. We first describe the first-order part of Q. This 
part refers to the aforementioned predicate symbols and to unary predicate symbols 
Nz,..., N/c+ 1 that will be quantified in Q. Intuitively, Ni, 2 < i 6 i + 1, corresponds to 
the i variables that are assigned true. Let 1 6 i, j, I< k + 1, and let 0 < p, q, r < 1. 
Then <err is the formula 
(Vxyz)(Rf$‘(x, y,z)~((l)~+~N~(x) v (-$+‘Nj(y) v (l)‘+‘N,(z)). 
Let 5 be the conjunction of all the <$T~‘s. Let c be the sentence 
WdWN,). . . (QNk + I Kf 
where Q is 3 if k is odd and V if k is even. Finally, Q is the Boolean query ( ). 6. 
We now have to show that LAS(Q) is n[+,-complete. Given a formula 4 in 
B k+l, we construct a CW logical database LB = (L, T) as follows. L consists of the 
predicate symbols described above and constants 1 and cij, 1~ i < k + 1, 16 j < mi. 
For every conjunct in + (the quantifier-free part of 4) we have an atomic fact axiom 
in T. Let (1)“’ ‘x;,~, v (1)“’ ‘x~,~, v (1 )‘+ ‘x,,~,, be a conjunct of $. Then 
is an atomic fact axiom in T. We also have the atomic fact axiom N,(l). The uni- 
queness axioms are 1 (cij = c,,), 2 < i, 1 <k + 1, 1 6 j < mi, 1 <n 6 m,. It is easy to 
verify that the construction can be done in logarithmic space. 
We claim that 4 is a true formula iff T +,a. By Theorem 1, T kr~ iff 
h(Ph,(LB)) satisfies d for all mappings h: C + C that respects T. In proof note that 
for for any such mapping h, N,(x) is true for a constant c iff h(cj) = 1, and Ni(x), 
2 < i < k + 1, is true for constant c iff c belongs to the set assigned to Nj. Now r 
ensures that these truth values satisfy $. Thus the universal quantification on h 
simulates the universal quantification on xr,r . . . x,,~, . Analogously, the quan- 
tification on the Nls simulates the quantification on the xiJs. 1 
Theorems 7 and 9 verify our intuition, suggested by Theorems 1 and 3, that in 
order to gain the ability to model unknown values we have to pay with an extra 
polynomially bounded universal quantification in query evaluation. 
5. AN APPROXIMATE SIMULATION 
The results of the previous section show that for the added modelling power of 
CW logical databases we pay with extra complexity in query evaluation. In view of 
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this, it is desirable to have an algorithm for approximate query evaluation. This 
algorithm should of course be tractable, but it would not be interesting unless it 
satisfied some extra conditions (otherwise we could take the algorithm that always 
returns the empty answer). Reiter [Re86] suggested the following properties. First, 
the algorithm should be sound. That is, if A(Q, LB) is the answer returned by the 
algorithm when asked to evaluate Q(LB), then we should have ,4(Q, LB) c Q(LB). 
Thus, the algorithm tells the truth, nothing but the truth, but not necessarily the 
whole truth. Second, we want the algorithm to be complete for fully specified 
databases. That is, if LB is a fully specified CW logical database, then ,4(Q, LB) = 
Q(LB). Using his proof-theoretic approach, Reiter [Re86] presented such an 
algorithm for first-order queries, though he did not study the complexity of his 
algorithm. Our approach here is to supply such an algorithm via a simulation of 
CW logical databases by physical databases. 
For a given CW logical database LB = (L, T), we associate a physical database 
Ph,(LB)(LB) = (L’, I) as in Section 3. The vocabulary L’ is obtained by adding to 
L a new binary predicate symbol NE. The domain of Z is the set C of constant sym- 
bols in L, Z is the identity on the constant symbols, the relation Z(P) is defined by 
Z(P) = {c : P(c) E T} f or each predicate symbol P of L, and the relation for NE is 
defined by 
Z(NE)= {q, c,): l(ci=cj)e T}. 
Given a query Q of L, we convert it into a query Q of L’ as follows. First, we 
push, in the standard way, all negations in Q down to the atomic formulas (that is, 
replace l(Vx@ by (3x)1$, replace 1(3x)4 by (Vx)l$, replace -1(4 A II/) by 
14 A l$, replace ~(4 v Ic/) by 14 A l$, and replace 114 by 4). The crucial 
part of the conversion is the treatment of negated atomic formulas. We replace 
every inequality -I(x~= x,) by NE(xi, x,). To deal with formulas of the form 
1 P(x), we need some extra machinery. 
Let c = c1 ,..., ck and d = d, ,..., dk be two k-tuples of constant symbols. We denote 
by c = d the sentence c1 = d, A . . . A ck = d,. Let Unique(T) be the conjunction of 
the uniqueness axioms in T, i.e., 
Unique(T) = A{ 1 (ai = a,) : 1 (a, = a,) E T}. 
We say that c and d disagree (with respect to T) if Unique(T) A c = d is 
unsatisfiable [Re83]. We want to replace a formula 1 P(x) by a formula whose 
extension would be 
{c : c disagrees with d, for all d E Z(P)}. 
That is, instead of -IP standing for the complement of P, we want it to contain 
tuples that are provably not in P. 
571/33/2-3 
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LEMMA 10. Let P be a k-ary predicate symbol, k 2 1. If P is not in L, then let 
I(P) be any k-ary relation on the domain of I. There is a first-order formula a,, of 
length O(k log k) in the vocabulary {P, NE, = > with k free variables, such that, for 
every k-tuple c, we have that I satisfies up(c) if and only if c disagrees with d, for all 
d E I(P). 
ProoJ Let PB be a physical database such that the domain of PB contains at 
most k elements, the language of PB contains a binary predicate symbol R, and the 
interpretation of R is the binary relation E. Intuitively, PB is a directed graph and 
E is its edge relation. We say that an element a is connected to an element b in E if 
there is a sequence of elements a 1 ,..., a,, such that a, = a, a,, = b, and (ai, ai+ 1) E E, 
for 1 < i < n - 1. The following fact is well known (cf. [St77]): 
FACT. There is a first-order formula j?,Jx, y) of length O(k log k) in the 
vocabulary {R, = }, such that an element a is connected to an element b in E iff PB 
satisfies /?Ja, b). Furthermore, Pk(x, y) has only one occurrence of an atomic for- 
mula R(u, v) (all other atomic formulas are equality formulas). 
Let c = (cl ,..., ck) and d = (d, ,.,., dk) be two k-tuples of elements. Let Gr,d= ( V, E) 
be a graph where V= {c, ,..., ck, d, ,..., dk >, and E= {(ci, di): 1 <i< k}. If c and d 
are tuples of constant symbols, then they disagree if there are some ci and d, that 
are connected in Gc,d and 1 (ci = dj) is in T [Re86]. Let x and y be two k-tuples of 




in flktx7 Y). 
Finally, up(x), x = (x1 ,..., xk), is the following formula, where y = ( y, ,..., yk): 
O’Y)(~(Y) = Vu, v)UWu, v) A Y&, v))). 
Now up(c) is satisfied iff c disagrees with d, for all d in Z(P). 
Thus we replace every subformula lP(x) by up(x). Note that if Q is first-order 
then so is 8. Our approximation algorithm is simply evaluate @ on Ph,(LB) when 
we want to evaluate a query Q on a CW logical database LB. We now show that 
this algorithm has the other properties that we have demanded at the outset: it is 
sound, and it is complete for fully specified databases. We first show that the 
algorithm is sound. 
THEOREM 11. Let LB = (L, T) be a CW logical database, and let Q be a query in 
L. Then &( Ph,( LB)) E Q( LB). 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on the structure of Q, where we assume that 
all negations in Q have already been pushed down to atomic formulas. 
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Basis. There are four cases to deal with. First there are the two cases where Q is 
a positive atomic formula. If Q is either (x). xi = rj or (x). P(y), then Q is identical 
to Q, and the proof is trivial. Then there are the two cases where Q is a negated 
atomic formula. Suppose now that Q is (x). l(xi = xi), so Q is (x). NE(xi, x,). 
Then (C)E Q(Ph,(LB)) iff (ci, cj) E Z(NE), where Ph,(LB) = (L’, I). That is, 
l(ci = cj) is an axiom of T. But then h(c) #h(d) for any mapping h: C + C that 
respects T. By Theorem 1, c E Q(LB). Finally, suppose that Q is (x) . lP(y), where 
x = (x1 )...) x,) and Y = (yl ,..., yk), so 0 is (x).dp(y). Let f: {l,..., k) + {l,..., m> be 
a mapping such that yi is xfli,, for 1~ if k. Given an m-tuple c of constant sym- 
bols, define cr to be the k-tuple cfll),..., crck,. By Lemma 10 and Theorem 1, it suf- 
fices to show that if cr disagrees with d, for all d E Z(P), then h(c) E Q(h(Ph,(LB))), 
for all mappings h: C + C that respect T. Let d E Z(P). If cr disagrees with d, then 
h(cY) #h(d) for all mappings h: C -t C that respect T. Thus, h(c)$h(Z(P)) for all 
mappings h: C+ C that respect T. Since Q is (x). lP(x), it follows 
h(c) E Q(h(Ph,(LB))), for all mappings h: C + C that respect T. 
Induction. We have to prove that the above containment relation is preserved 
under conjunction, disjunction, and first- and second-order existential and universal 
quantification. The proof is quite routine. We demonstrate the case for second- 
order existential quantification, and leave the other cases to the reader. 
Let Q be 6). W, ), x and let & be (x) . $(R, x), Suppose that we have already 
shown that Q(Ph,(LB)) E Q(LB), for all logical databases LB. Let Qi be 
(x). (3R) d(R, x). Then Ql is (x). (3R) &R, x). Let LB be a particular LB= (L, T), 
where R is not in L. We have to show that if c E Q,(Ph,(LB)) then c E Ql(LB), 
where Ph,(LB) = (L’, I). Now c E Q,Ph,(LB)) iff we can extend the interpretation Z 
to R to get a physical database PB’ such that c E Q(PB’). We now construct a new 
logical database LB’ by adding to the language the predicate symbol R and by 
adding an atomic fact axiom R(c) for every tuple c E Z(R). Note that 
Ph,(LB’) = PB’ and that LB’ has the same uniqueness axioms as LB. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, c E Q(LB’). By Theorem 1, h(Ph,(LB’))) for all mappings h: C + C 
that respect T. Thus, h(c) E Q,(h(Ph,(LB))) for all mappings h: C -+ C that respect 
T. By Theorem 1, CEQ,(LB). 1 
We now show that the algorithm is complete for fully specified databases. 
THEOREM 12. Let LB be a fully specified CW logical database, and let Q be a 
query in L. Then Q(Ph,(LB)) = Q(LB). 
Proof: By Corollary 2, it suffices to show that Q(Ph,(LB)(LB)) = Q(Ph,(LB)), 
where Ph ,(LB) = (L, I), Ph,(LB) = (L’, I). Without loss of generality we can 
assume that all negations in Q have been pushed down to atomic formulas, so the 
only difference between Q and 8 is in the treatment of negated atomic subformulas. 
First, every subformula 1 (xi, xi) in Q is replaced in Q by NE(xi, Xi)* But, since LB 
is fully specified, Z(NE) is precisely the inequality relation. Thus, Z satisfies 1 (ci, cj) 
precisely when it satisfies NE(c,, cj). Second, every subformula lP(x) in Q is 
replaced in Q by up(x). Nevertheless, we know from Lemma 10 that Z satisfies ap(c) 
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iff c disagrees with d for all d E Z(P). But, since LB is fully specified, c disagrees with 
d precisely when c #d. Thus Z satisfies ap(c) precisely when it satisfies lP(c). The 
claim follows. 1 
Remark. For first-order queries, the answer yielded by our algorithm is identical 
to the answer given by Reiter’s proof-theoretic algorithm [Re86]. Reiter’s 
approach, however, does not extend to second-order queries. The point is not that 
we care that much for second-order queries, but rather that we believe that the 
extendibility of our approach to higher order queries suggests that it is more fun- 
damental that Reiter’s approach. 
A formula $ is positiue if every atomic formula is governed by an even number of 
negations. A query Q = (x) .4(x) is positive if 4 is positive. Experience suggest that 
among queries that arise in practice the fraction of positive queries is quite 
significant. 
THEOREM 13. Let LB be a CW logical database, and let Q be a positive query in 
L. Then Q(Ph,(LB)) = Q(LB). 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume that all negations in Q have 
already been pushed down to atomic formulas. But, since Q is positive, that means 
that there are no negations in Q. Thus Q is just Q, and the claim follows by 
Theorem 11. 1 
Thus our algorithm is complete also for positive queries. We note that Reiter 
[Re86] has proved (quite lengthily) that his algorithm is complete for positive first- 
order queries. See [Re86] for some other completeness results. 
Let us now study the complexity of our approximation algorithm. To do that we 
have to relativize the notion of answer set to that of an algorithm for query 
evaluation. Let A be such an algorithm, and recall that A(Q, LB) is the answer 
returned by the algorithm when asked to compute Q(LB). We relativize the 
definitions in Section 4 by changing the clause d E Q(LB) into d E A(Q, LB). Thus 
the logical answer set of a query Q relative to an algorithm A is the set 
LAS*(Q) = {(c, LB) : c E A(Q, LB)}. 
Similarly, the logical answer set of a class Y of queries relative to an algorithm A is 
the set 
LAS”, = {(c, Q, LB) : Q E ‘Y and c E A(Q, LB)}. 
THEOREM 14. Let A be the algorithm described here, i.e., A(Q, LB) = 
Q(Ph,(LB)). Let Y be any of the classes of queries studied in Section 4, i.e., first- 
order, xi, or Ck : 
(1) For each query Q E !P, LAS*(Q) has the same comlexity us PAS(Q). 
(2) LAS”, has the same complexity as PAS,. 
Proof The proof is based on the fact that Q(LB) = Q(Ph,(LB)). 
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(1) If Q is first order, then so is Q. Consequently, PAS(Q) is in LOGSPACE. 
If Q is in CL, then so is Q. Consequently, PAS(Q) is CR-complete. 
(2) The only nontrivial case is when Y is the class Cz, because even if Q is in 
Y, it may be that Q is not in Y, because of the subformulas alp(x). To overcome 
this difficulty, we treat the subformulas ctp(x) as if they were atomic formulas, so Q 
is virtually in Y. To do that we have to be able to check satisfaction of a,(c) is 
polynomial time. But Z satisfies ap(c) iff c disagrees with d for all d E Z(P) iff for all 
d E Z(P) there are some ci and dj that are connected in Gc,d and (ci, dj) E Z(NE). This 
can be checked in polynomial time. 1 
Theorem 12 shows that query evaluation for CW logical databases with our 
approximation algorithm has the same complexity as query evaluation for physical 
databases. 
The results of this section suggest an approximate but practical implementation 
of CW logical databases by standard relational systems. If we want to implement a 
CW logical database LB, we store it as the physical database Ph,(LB), and we 
compile queries Q to Q. By Theorems 12 and 13, this approximation is complete for 
fully specified databases and for positive queries. To make this approach really 
practical we need to describe how to implement the relation NE. In general it is 
impractical to have NE explicitly contain all pairs of values we know are distinct, 
since then its size could be up to quadratic in the number of values in the database. 
In practice most values in the database are known values. Let U be a unary relation 
that contain all the unknown values, and let NE’ be a binary relation storing all the 
inequalities that are known about the values in U. Then NE can be a virtual 
relation, expressed by the formula: 
NE(x, y) z NE’(x, y) v (1 U(x) A 1 U(y) A 1(x= y)). 
If the database is fully specified, then U and NE’ are empty, and NE(x, y) is simply 
1(x=y). 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have studied query evaluation in closed world databases with unknown 
values. We have shown that for the added modelling power of such databases we 
pay with higher complexity. Roughly speaking, this higher complexity is due to a 
universal quantification that is hidden in the semantics of queries for logical 
databases. We have also described an approximation algorithm for query 
evaluation. This algorithm can be practically implemented on the top of existing 
database management systems. 
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